Founder & President

believing in the work BloomAgain does—you are the centerpieces that we need and create community ties.

NYC Fair Trade Coalition's workshops and other collaborations with themselves during the workshop. This will become a model for future silk flower kits and supplies beforehand in order to get crafty and creative. Our volunteers led the interactive demonstration as participants were provided hosted a virtual flower workshop using both fresh and silk flowers.

WagnerCares

In April, BloomAgain did a virtual workshop “Flowers with a Purpose” for the We are very pleased to report that BloomAgain recently received grants from their families and homes.

arrangements and flower cards designed by the students in K-5 for PS 67, the children created silk flower cards for Mother’s Day. At PS 307 the mom’s the beautiful bouquets!

If you are getting married or celebrating a corporate event and have flowers BloomAgainBklyn couldn’t be prouder to support this amazing organization.

residents and programs to educate, develop, and advocate on their behalf. BloomAgain is so excited to welcome back volunteers from our longtime partner, New York Cares. New York Cares was born as a centralized way of BloomAgain is thrilled to be back harvesting flowers on Governors Island at our guidelines.

Weather permitting, volunteers work in the church courtyard and arrange in the Plymouth Church that enables us to spread the healing and joy of reporposed flowers to many of the Church’s mission partners. Plymouth Church has a very very special relationship with BloomAgain.

As you may recall, BloomAgain has been a partner of the United Way for over 15 years, and the support of the United Way has been a guiding force in the development of our programs and community care initiatives. We’ve waited over a year, and now BloomAgain is back to being the beneficiary recruiting, training, and placing volunteers, and serves leading nonprofits, intergenerational understanding and community involvement: the power of upcycled flowers. BloomAgain is committed to fostering the healing and joy of repurposed flowers on a regular basis.

BloomAlways launched its first Goals.

“Bloom Always,” a silk initiative spawning over 350 silk flower cards made by Brooklyn children and families. BloomAgain to debut on Japanese TV by Brooklyn children and families

Welcome New Community Partners

BloomAgain appreciated teachers, and even more so after this exceptionally difficult year.”

There were speeches and thank you’s from Danny Tuchman, CEO of CHHC, New York State Assembly member JoAnne Simon, and State Senator Brett. The celebration was capped off by none other than the resident neighborhood New York City Assemblymember, Ashley Mee, 2nd Grade ASD Teacher, PS 307 Christian Ministry of Plymouth Church in recent months. PS 307 (Daniel Hale Kavanagh. Then the podium was turned over to the real stars of stage and Hospitality Council of New York City (CHHC)

and Families

Bloom Again launched its first

Foundation Support Continues to Grow in 2021

50 participants at one of their low-income housing satellites providing services, and Families Park Slope. The cards went to residents at Cobble Hill Health Center and Bedford Stuyvesant Restoration Center

You can update your preferences, a community development corporation based in Bed

Check out “working with silk flowers” video as more than 250 students learned how to create bouquets

It's Summer and Here's What's Blooming at BloomAgainBklyn!
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